Lesson 33:

A.

Sentence Structure:

Sentence Types V-VI

Both S-V and S-VI have the same general pattern:

(§520 ) .

1/2/4/4

Review the criteria for distinguishing the two sen

tence types:

1.

Both accusatives refer to the same person or thing in
an S-V
S-VI

2.

(§52l. l) ,

to different persons or things in an

(§523.l) .

The infinitive of a linking verb,

ErvaL or YEVEO&aL,

may be inserted between the two accusatives of an S-V
without changing the meaning of the sentence,
so between the accusatives of an S-VI

3.

but not

(§52l. l) .

In S-VP the first accusative becomes the subject and
the other is changed to the nominative case

(§52l.2) ;

in S-VIP either accusative ma y become the subject and
the other is retained in the accusative case

4.

One of the accusatives may be deleted from an S-VI
without changing the meaning of the verb;
an S-V

5.

not so from

(§523. l) .

S-V will occur with verbs like TIOLEW, xaAEw,

AEYW,

�Xw, 6voua�w and ��3nUL

like OLoaOXW,

ULUVQOXW

B.

(§523. 2) .

S-VI with verbs

EPw�aw, aL�Ew, UTIOULUV�OXW and ava

(§524) .

Diagram the following sentences
in Lesson 32)

(§522) ;

ETILXaAEW,

(use the parsing code given

and indicate whether they are S-V or S-VI on

the basis of the criteria given in

A,

especially rule 5:

Mk 4:2

Mk 11:17
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Lk 6:46

4.

onou)

EnoLnOEv

�O uowp

In 4:46

orvov

Rom 6:13

C.

Diagram the following sentences and indicate whether they
are S-VP or S-VIP on the basis of rule 3 in A,

above:

Mt 5:9

D.

Diagram the following interrogative and imperative sentences

(§§526-527 )

and indicate sentence types in the blank at the

left:

Mk 1:44

In 3:10

3.

IT oPE u ou

In 4:50

�ou x6o�ou;
E.

1 Cor 1:20

The following passage from 1 In 1:5-6 is broken down into
simple sentences.

Diagram each sentence,

indicate sentence

type and provide an English translation on the blank lines

141

(note:

in diagramming ignore prepositional phrases,

and particles) :

____

�v

•

•

•

(xat)

aVaYYEAAO�EV

(p-phrase
____

(xat)

axo�La

�V au��

:3)
oux Ea�LV
=

(quotation

��L.

____

4JEu66�Ea-a

•

��tv,

=

.au�oa

4)

ou6E�Ca.

adverbs,
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F.

Divide 1 In 1:8 into simple sentences as in exercise E and
indicate sentence type for each one:

1.
2.
3.
4.

G.

Study 1 In 2:7 -11 and be prepared to translate it in class.
In preparing a passage for translation,

one should diagram

the Greek sentences and understand their syntax first;

then,

look up unfamiliar words in a Greek dictionary and mak e a
list of the possible meanings to have at hand for class reci
tation.

Notes will be provided for this and subsequent pas

sages which will comment on unfamiliar constructions and refer
to the paragraphs in the Gpammap where they are explained.
Note s on 1 Jn 2:7-11

2:7

·AyannTOL:

vocative case

2:8

napaYETaL:

compound verb,

2:9

6 AEYWV EV T� �Tt ErvaL:
the participl e, AEYWV,
is used as a substantive and contains both the
subject, along with �LOWV, of EOTtV and the verb
One transformation
of its own embedded sentence.
of the embedded sentence would be:
aUTb� �� AEYEL
EOTLV.
The infinitive ErvaL contains a second
embedded sentence which can be transformed into
the finite form:
�TL) EOTtV EV T� �TL.
He who
says that he is in the light
•

•

(§20 5) .

nap-ayw.

•

•

•

•

•

2:10

T�V a6EA��v aUTou:
direct object of the verb, ayan�,
which is embedded in the participle, ayanwv.

2:11

EV Tij OKOTL�:
the predicate complement of an S-II.
Note that adverbials of place frequently occur as
predicates of S-II.
(Cf. the English sentence
John is he pe .)

